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PLANShave been drawn for the construction 
of four greenlloilses, a heating plant, wells and 
windmills, and an underground piping system 
for irrigation purposes, on the ncw botanicd 
garden for the department of botany of thc 
Chiversity of Hichigan. The old botanical 
garden east of the city with the 10,000 trees 
and shrubs which have been planted there, will 
be made into a tree and shrub park in  about 
a year. 

DR. ITENRY C. COWI~ES, Dr. C. J. Chamber-
lain and Dr. 0. JV. Caldwell have been pro- 
moted to full professorships of botany at  the 
University of Chicago. 

DR.JULIUS professor of chemistry STIEGLITZ, 
and director of analytical chemistry in the 
University of Chicago, has accepted au  invi- 
tation to give courses in chemistry at  the Uni- 
versity of California during the summer term 
.that begins June 21 and closes on August 1. 

PROFESSOR of tho University DAKIEI, STARGE, 
of Wisconsin, will give courses in educational 
psychlology and educational measurements at 
the University of Washington, Seaitle, dur- 
ing the coming suinmer session. 

AT the rjnivcrsity of Birmingham Dr. 
Douglas Stanley has been appointed to tho 
chair of therapeutics, and Dr. L. G. Parsons 
to a newly created lectureship in infant hy- 
giene and diseases peculiar to children. 

- . --

DISCUSSION AND CORBESPONDENCE 

TTIE FUNll.lhIENTAL EQUllTION OF DYNAMICS 

TIIE difference of opinion between Professor 
Hur~ti~igtonand myself is probably less than 
might be inferred from his recent communica- 
tion.* I do not object to tlie use of the equa- 
tion F/F'= u/a', which indeed is a useful one. 
Rut  i t  seems to me misleading to call this the 
fundamental equation of dynamics, because 
there is soniething equally fundamental that  
is quite independent of this equation-the 
fact that tlie mass of a body is one of the 
factors determining what acceleration it has 
under the action of a given force. The same 
fact is exprerscd by ProEessor Huntington in 
the words2 ('different bodies require different 

1 SCIENCE,February 5, 1915. 
2 These words seem to  be a very definite corrobo- 

amounts of force to give them any specified 
acceleration," which he refers to as "this cen- 
tral fact of clynamics." hly view is that  this 
" central fact " should receive explicit and 
quantitative3 statement in whatever equation 
or equations may be adopted for expressing the 
fundamental law of acceleration. The prin- 
ciple which such equations must express may 
be stated in different ways. I n  the review4 
which called forth Professor IIuntington's 
comment I expressed the opinion that the 
method most intelligible to the beginner is to 
introcluce at  the outset the body-constant which 
was rallcd by Ncwton mass or quantity o f  
matter, and to make the fundamental principle 
a statement of the way in which the accelera- 
tion of a body depends qirantitatively upon 
both the applied force and the mass of the body, 
The principle then takes the following form: 

( a )  A force acting upom a body otherwisa 
free would give it, a t  every instant,  a n  accsl- 
eration proportional directly to  the force and 
inversely to the mass of the body. 

Thc meaning is perhaps more clearly 
brought out by writing a definite proportion: 

( 6 )  Forces F, F', acting upon bodies whose 
masses are m, m', cause accelerations a, a' 
such that 

It is instructive to consider the following 
partial statements of the general principle: 

( c )  I f  t7~e same body i s  acted upon a f  difler- 
ent times by forces F,  F' and if a, a' are the 
accelerations caused, then  

ration of the statement (quotod with disapproval 
by Professor Huntington) tha t  "an equation 
nrhicli results from corllpnring the effects of dif-
ferent forces upon  the same body can not be re-
garded arr a complete expression of the funda-
mental law of motion; it is equally important to  
eompar" the effects of forces actzng upon any dzf-
f erent bodies. '' 

3 The mere qualitative statement above quotea 
is no more satisfactory than the statement tha t  
"different forces acting a t  diffexent times upon 
the same boay cauoe different ac~elerations. '~ 

4 SCIENCE,December 4, 1914. 
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(d) If Bodies whose masses are m, m' are 
acted upon by equal forces, causing accslera- 
tions a, a', then 

(e) If bodies wlzose masses are m, m' are 
acted upon by forces P, P' such that equal 
acceleralions are caused, then 

Equations (2), (3) and (4) are all particular 
cases of (I),but it requires two of them to 
express the whole import of (I) ,  and there is 
no reason for regarding (2) as more funda- 
mental or more important than (3) or (4). 
Any single equation which may properly be 
called the fundamental equation of dynamics 
must be equivalent in import to equation (1). 

This does not mean that it is never allow- 
able or advantageous to use the less general 
equations; on the contrary, problems and illus- 
trations falling under these special cases are 
undoubtcdly helpful to students. But the ob- 
ject should be to lead up to an understanding 
of the fully general principle expressed above 
in ~aragraphs (a) and (6) and in equation (1). 

When this principle is fully understood, 
it is seen that equation (1)enables us to deter- 
mine the acceleration of any body of known 
mass due to the action of any known force as 
soon as we know the acceleration of one body 
of known mass due to the action of one known 
force. For practical use i t  is advantageous to 
express the general equation in a more concise 
form. It is readily understood that (1) is 
equivalent to the equation 

in which k is a constant of which the value 
depends upon the units chosen for expressing 
acceleration, force and mass; and that the 
still more concise form 

results if units are so chosen that unit force 
acting upon unit mass causes unit acceleratioa. 

The foregoing is essentially the Newtonian 
explanation of the second law of motion as 

interpreted by Thomson ,and Tait and accepted 
by other high authorities. I n  essential mean- 
ing there is no difference between this a i d  the 
method advocated by Professor Huntington. 
The word mass is, indeed, avoided in his state- 
ment; but in recognizing the importance of the 
fact '(that different bodies require different 
amounts of force to give them any specified 
acceleration " he recognizes the reality and 
fundamental importance of the body-constant 
which is usually designated as mass. By 
whatever name this constant may be called, it 
must play a part in the theory equivalent to 
that talien by mass in the equations given 
above. I n  Professor Huntington's presenta-
tion this part is taken by '(standard weight," 
defined as the force required to give the bod.. 
the acceleration 32.1740 f t . / s e ~ . ~  This does 
not conflict with the theory outlined above; in 
fact since the forces required to give different 
bodies a specified accelcration are by equation 
(4) proportional to their masses, standard 
weight as above defined may serve as a valid 
measure of mass. I n  explaining this method, 
however, it is important to make perfectly 
clear the fact that the quantity called standard 
weight is in reality the measure of a body-
constant and is quite independent of gravity, 
in spite of the fact that it is given a name 
which is almost always associated with gravity. 
If properly safeguarded in this respect, Pro- 
fessor Huntington's method of developing 
fundamental principles is, I believe, logically 
defensible. Whether it meets the needs of 
beginners as well as that based upon the New- 
tonian treatment of mass may, however, be 
questioned. 

To start with the notion of mass defined 
provisionally as '(quantity of matter " has %he 
same kind of advantage as starting with the 
'(spring-balance " definition of force. Both 
definitions have a sufficiently definite mean- 
ing, gained from ordinary experience, to be of 
service in a preliminary explanation of the 
laws of motion. I n  comparing the masses of 
bodies composed of one homogeneous substance 
the significance of the words "quantity of 
matter" is indeed readily recognized, and it is 
distinctly helpful to generalize this notion even 
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though we must also recognize that any gen-
eral method of comparing quantities of matter 
must employ either the laws of dyn%mics or 
some other pl~ysical law in  which the same 
body-constant is significant. 

Reflection upon what is really involved in 
the Newtonian laws soon shows, indeed, that 
the provisional definitions of force and mass 
are quite inadequate as a basis for a strictly 
logical explanation of the laws. I t  has long 
been recognized by writers who have attempted 
to formulate fundamental principles with full 
logical rigor that the definitions of botll force 
ancl mass arc implicitly involved in the laws of 
motion tl~exnsclves.~ An analysis of the strict 
logical import of the Newtonian systcrn woulrl, 
howc~ver, be quite unintelligible to beginners, 
and a rccognitio~rof the sound~lcss of such 
an analysis is no reason for dispensing with 
the aid of the more tangible notions of quant i ty  
of rnaLter%nd push or pull. 

Whik the method advocated by Professor 
Huntington is in my opinion sound in its 
essential features, the explanation of it in the 
paper7 t o  which llc refers secnls to encourage 
the erroneous notion that t l ~ e  laws or facts of 
terrestrial gravity form a part of the prillciplcs 
of dynamics. Although the definition of 

5 Probably the most a~Teq11ate formulation of 
the Neutonizn l ans  from the point of view of 
strict logic i s  that  given by Ti'. B. Blacauley 
(Bull. Ans. A l a f ? ~ .Soc.. Jnly, 1897). Mr. hIacau- 
lay's analysis malres i t  clear not only that the defi- 
nftiolls of mass and force are implicitly contajned 
irk the laus  thomselvcs, but that the law of aceel-
oration and the law of action and reaction can not 
be  treated as independent, and farther tha t  the 
cliiestion of a base for  estimating acceleration is 
of fnndnmelital jtnportanc~, since the lams, if trne 
for one r i g d  base, will not be  trne for  another 
nliich has any motion except a uniform transla- 
tion with r e s p ~ c t  to the first. 

G Professor EIuntington's statelnent that tho 
mass concept is "a derived concept, both histor-
ically and ~~ract ic~al ly"  is  hardly true in any sense 
in it is not 'Iso tiup of force' At 
events rrrnss in the sense of quarrtity of matter has 
been treated as  fnndnmental by many high au-
t,loritics from We,vlon dovP,l. See tire 
paragraph of the "Princi1)ia. ' ' 

7 Bull. S. Y.E. E., ,June, 1913. 

standarci weight quoted above is of course quite 
independcnt of gravity, in the paper i t  is given 
the form of a gravity definition: "The stand-
ard weight  of a body is the force of gravity on 
that body in the standard locality," The 
reader is liliely to miss the significance of the 
qoalifying siatcment made elsewliere in the 
paper that the standarc1 locality is any locality 
where g has the ~ a l n e32.1740 ft./~ec.~-a 
statement which makes the reference to locality 
and to the force of gravity wholly irrelevant 
as regards the real meaning of the quantity 
called standard we(q7~t. 

T t  is to be feared, also, that the definition 
of "force of gravity " given in the papcr cn-
co~i~ngcsvagueness rather than definiteness in 
the force concept. Thc conception of force as  
a push  or pull, excinpliEeci by the pull which 
stretches a spring, is a very definite one. I t  
loses its definiteness, however, unless the fact 
is kept in mind that there i s  always some 1)ody 
[ha[  doos t h o  pushing or pulling. %%en, thcre- 
fore, it is said that a body is acted upon by a 
certaiil force, it i q  always pertinent to ask b y  
vlhat bod9 this  force is  exerted. TIow is this 
question lo be answcrcd in the case of the 
" forcc of gr:ivity " as defined in the paper? 
Tlle definition i q  ns follows: 

By the ' ( fo r t e  of glavity" on a body, n e  mean 
sinrply .the uncc.ens folee which gives the body, 
>\hen allo-iverl Lo f:dl Crec,l,y from rest, irr vacuo, i n  
the given loc:lllly, the observed accc lcrntion q. T t  
i s  equal and opposite to the foree required to sup- 
port the body in that locality. 

The question by what body th i s  force of 
graoity i s  exer[ed is not answered in t,he 
paper, ancl an attempt Lo supply thc answer 
leads t o  the concl~~sion that the cicfiuition is 
inconsistent with the conception of force as 
a pus72. or pu7Z e ~ e r t o d  u p o n  a body 7)y anotlzer 
body. The " observed acceleration g " has a 
eoii~poncilt that is not due to forcc at all, but, 
to the f a c ~ t  that onr base for estialntingaccel-
cration is the earth, The body is not 
acted by a push or pllll is (C equal. 
and opposite to the force req~~ired to support 
the body " ; if it mere, a supported body would 
J l a ~ eno acceleration, while in fact it has an 

8 Is the woril "unseen" hew intendcd to imply 
that  there arc forces vhirh are visible9 
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acceleration even though at  rest relatively to 
the earth. 

Professor IIuntington objects to the defini- 
tion "force of gravity =attraction of the 
earth" on account of "complications con-
nected with the spheroidal shape of the earth, 
the inflnence of the earth's rotation, etc." 
From what has been said above i t  is quite 
evident, however, that if the complicationsD 
connected with the earth's rotation are evaded 
by his clefinition i t  is only by a sacrifice of 
clearness in the force concept. 

Clear thinking about the concept of force 
would seem to be promoted by the more usual 
method of distinguishing between true and 
apparent force of gravity; the fornier being 
the actual earth-pull on a body, the latter the 
pull or 13~911 exerted by a body upon its sup- 
port. Each of these is a true force (a pull or 
push exerted by a specified body) ; to assume 
them equal is a first approximation to the 
truth. The reason they are not exactly equal 
can be ~xplainecl rigorously when the student 
is in a position to understand the dynamics oE 
circular molion; before that stage is reached 
i t  is sufficient to stop with the explanation 
which neglects the effect of the earth's 
rotation. 

I,. M. HOSEINS 

THE NATURE OF TTTC U1,TIIIATE MAGSETIC 

P4RTICLE 

FORmany years scientists have agreed in 
ascribing the magnetic properties of bodies to 
the action of exceedingly small elementary 
magnets, but the nature of these ultimate 
magaetic particles has been an open question. 
The influence of temperature, chemical com-
position and other factors has received the 
simplest explanation on the theory that mole- 
cules, or possibly groups of molecules, are the 
ultimate magnetic particles. On the other 
hand the electron theory of magnetism, devel- 
aged by Langevin, Curie, Weiss and others, 
seems logically sound and is the only theory 

Q The spheroidal shape of the earth introduces 
no complication whatever as regards the definition 
"foree of gravity =attraction of the earth." It 
is not necessary to be able to conipute the attrac- 
tion in arder to understand the definition. 

which has successfully accounted for dia-
magnetism. 

The recently developed method of determin- 
ing the positions of atoms within a crystal by 
X-ray photography and the ferromagnetic 
properties of magnetite, hematite and pyrrho- 
tite crystals suggested a direct experimental 
method of eliminating one or the other of 
these two theories. By comparing photo-
graphs talien through these crystals while 
magnetized and unmagnetized it can be deter- 
mined with certainty whether or not the atoms 
have moved from their positions of equilibrium 
during the process of magnetization. We have 
Abtained experimental results with magnetite 
and hematite which indicate that the atoms do 
not leave their positions of equilibrium during 
magnetization. These results are consistent 
with the electron theory of magnetism and 
prove conclusively that magnetism is not a 
molccular phenomenon. T. COMPTON, 

E. A. TROUSDALE 
REEDCOLLEGE 

TIIE NEW GLACIER PARK 

To TIIE EDITOROF SCIENCE:Referring to tho 
pleasing intelligence communicated by Dr. 
John >l. Clarke, in SCIENCE for AIarch 12, 
relative to tlle new glacier park near Syracuse, 
a further note on the history of its investiga- 
tion may well be added. I t  would seem that 
thc earliest clear interpretation of the glacial 
stream channels about Jamesville came from 
a master of physiographic study who has 
strewn many seed thoughts by the way during 
the past forty years-Mr. G. K. Gilbert. The 
record is i n  " Old Traclrs of Erian Drainage in 
Western New Pork," an abstract published in 
the Bullelin,of the Geological Society of Amer- 
ica, Vol. 8, 1807, pp. 255-286. Dr. Quereau's 
paper, which appeared in the Bulletin, of the 
following year, cites Mr. Gilbert's interpreta- 
tion by way of acknowledgment, and both 
papers have been followcd by the full exposi- 
tions of Professor Fairchild in the publica- 
tions of the Geological Survey of New Pork. 

ALBERTPERRYBRIGHAM 
COLGATEUNIVERSITY 


